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Abstract

To assess the relationship between insulin receptor (IR) kinase activity and insulin action in vivo in humans, we measured glucose disposal rates (GDR) during a series of euglycemic clamp studies. Simultaneously, we measured IR kinase activity in IRs extracted from skeletal muscle obtained by needle biopsy at the end of each clamp. By preserving the phosphorylation state of the receptors as it existed in vivo at the time of biopsy, we could correlate GDR and IR kinase in skeletal muscle. Eight nondiabetic, nonobese male subjects underwent studies at insulin infusion rates of 0, 40, 120, and 1,200 mU/m² per min. Kinase activity, determined with receptors immobilized on insulin agarose beads, was measured at 0.5 μM ATP, with 1 mg/ml histone, followed by SDS–PAGE. Insulin increased GDR approximately sevenfold with a half-maximal effect at ~100 μU/ml insulin and a maximal effect by ~400 μU/ml. Insulin also increased IR kinase activity; the half-maximal effect occurred at ~500–600 μU/ml insulin with a maximal 10-fold stimulation over basal. Within the physiologic range of insulin concentrations, GDR increased linearly with kinase activation (P < 0.0006); at supraphysiologic insulin levels, this relationship became curvilinear. Half-maximal and maximal insulin-stimulated GDR occurred at ~20 and ~50% maximal kinase activation, respectively. These results are consistent with a role of the kinase in insulin action in vivo. Furthermore, they demonstrate the presence of a large amount of "spare kinase" for glucose disposal. (J. Clin. Invest. 1991. 87:2222–2229.) Key words: skeletal muscle • insulin receptor kinase • glucose disposal

Introduction

Many studies now strongly indicate that the insulin receptor (IR) tyrosine kinase is critical for insulin action. For example, studies in which site-directed mutagenesis of the IR cDNA was used to make a kinase-defective IR, showed that the mutant receptor failed to mediate insulin action after its transfection into cultured cells (1–3). In other studies, naturally occurring mutations and deletions were detected within the kinase domain of the insulin receptors from three unrelated patients with severe forms of insulin resistance (4–6). Finally, it has been shown that intracellular injection of anti–insulin receptor antibodies, which inhibited IR kinase activity, also effectively blocked insulin action in Xenopus oocytes (7).

Although these studies indicate that the kinase activity of the receptor is critical for insulin's bioeffects, this prerequisite has not been established in vivo nor has a clear relationship between kinase activity and insulin stimulation of glucose disposal been demonstrated in humans. In fact, the results of studies designed to assess this relationship have been quite disparate. On one hand, Takayama et al. found a positive relationship between kinase activity and in vitro glucose transport in freshly isolated human adipocytes (8). These and colleagues recently reported similar results in human adipocytes using Western blotting to measure IR kinase activity (9). In contrast to these two studies, our previous studies did not show a correlation between maximal in vivo insulin-stimulated glucose disposal and in vitro insulin-stimulated kinase activity measured using adipocyte-derived insulin receptors from either obese or diabetic humans (10). The relationship between kinase activity and in vivo insulin action is further confounded by preliminary results of other investigators who reported a negative correlation between insulin-stimulated kinase activity and insulin-mediated glucose disposal measured in control and diabetic humans (11).

Given these various results, it is not yet apparent if the IR kinase is related to insulin action in vivo. To assess this relationship in detail, we have measured insulin-mediated glucose disposal during a series of euglycemic insulin clamps. Simultaneously, we quantitated insulin-stimulated kinase activity in insulin receptors isolated from biopsies of skeletal muscle taken at the end of each clamp study. By use of a technique which preserves receptor kinase activity as it existed in vivo at the time of biopsy, we could directly determine the ability of insulin to activate the kinase under physiologic conditions and compare the results with activation of glucose disposal in vivo.

Methods

Materials. Monocomponent porcine insulin and [125I]-Tyr A14 monooiodoinsulin and [125I]IGF-1 were generous gifts from Dr. Bruce Frank and R. Chance (Lilly, Indianapolis, IN). [γ-32P]ATP (6,000 Ci/mmol) was purchased from New England Nuclear, Boston, MA. BSA fraction V, was obtained from Armour Pharmaceutical Co., Chicago, IL. CNBr-activated Separose from Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Piscataway, NJ, wheat germ agrose beads from Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA, histone 2B from Worthington Co., Freehold, NJ, and aprotinin from Farbenfabriken Beyer Ag Pharmaceuticals, New York, NY. The following reagents were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO: cysteine triphosphate (CTP), phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), and Triton X-100. All materials for protein determination and SDS-PAGE were from Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond, CA. 3-[3H]glucose was obtained New England Nuclear.

Patients. The study population consisted of eight paid volunteers. None of the subjects took any medication known to alter glucose toler-
ance. Volunteers were admitted to the Veterans Administration Medical Center, and informed consent was obtained. The subjects were fed a solid isocaloric diet followed by an overnight fast and a standard 75-g, 3-h oral glucose tolerance test. Based on criteria established by the National Diabetes Data Group (12), none of the subjects was diabetic. Based upon relative body mass indices (BMI), none of the patients was considered obese. The characteristics of the subjects are displayed in Table I.

Euglycemic clamp studies. In vivo insulin sensitivity was assessed by a modification of the euglycemic glucose-clamp technique as previously described (13). After a 12-h overnight fast, an intravenous catheter was inserted into an antecubital vein for infusion of insulin, glucose, and potassium phosphate. Another catheter, placed retrograde into a dorsal hand vein, which was kept in a warming device at 70°C, was used for blood sampling. A series of four euglycemic clamp studies were done in each subject; two studies were done on one day and two more on another day at least 24 h later. For each of the four clamps, plasma glucose measurements were done at 5-min intervals and adjustments were made, as necessary, in the rate of infusion of a 20% dextrose solution, to maintain the plasma glucose at 90 mg/dl. During the final 40 min of each study period, glucose disposal rates (GDR) were measured as the average of four measurements taken every 10 min. A biopsy was then taken of the vastus lateralis, using the technique of Bergstrom (14); the muscle was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for use in subsequent kinase assays. Muscle biopsies were done at comparable anatomical positions on alternating legs at the end of successive studies.

On the first study day, a constant infusion of [3H]glucose was administered for quantitation of endogenous glucose production. After 3 h of infusion, basal Rd was measured and a muscle biopsy taken. The three clamps were then done on the second and third study days. For these, a primed continuous infusion of insulin was given at 40, 120, or 1,200 μU/m² per min; GDR was measured after 4 h for the 40- and 120-mU clamps, and after 2 h for the 1,200-mU clamp. A muscle biopsy was taken at the end of each clamp. The 40- and 120-mU clamps were done randomly on separate days. The 1,200-mU clamp directly followed the 120-mU clamp on the same day. This use of sequential clamps may overestimate GDR in the 1,200 mU clamp relative to the 120-mU clamp due to the longer time of total insulin infusion in the 1,200-mU clamp. However, we have previously noted that with a 4-h infusion for the 120-mU clamp, this overestimation is <10% (15). An overestimation of this magnitude would produce little change in apparent insulin sensitivity of GDR.

Calculations: GDR was calculated by the isotope dilution method for the basal study using the Steele equations (16) in their modified derivative form (17). For the other three clamps, GDR was calculated as the rate of infusion of exogenous glucose at steady state; in doing so, we have assumed complete suppression of hepatic glucose production at the levels of insulinemia achieved during these clamps. This assumption has been previously validated in nondiabetic, nonobese subjects (18).

Analytical methods. Insulin was assayed by a double-antibody radiimmunoassay according to the method of Desbuquois and Aurbach (19). Glucose levels were measured by the glucose oxidase method using a glucose analyzer (Yellow Springs Instrument Co., Yellow Springs, OH).

Preparation of insulin receptors from skeletal muscle. Skeletal muscle was homogenized and solubilized on ice for 30 min in solubilizing buffer (60 mg wet weight muscle/ml) containing 2.0% Triton X-100, 4 mM orthovanadate, 10 mg/ml bacitracin, 4.5 mM PMSF, 10 μM benzamidine, 300 KIU/ml aprotinin, 20 mM EDTA, 20 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 150 mM NaF, 2 mM dichloroacetic acid, and 50 mM Hepes, pH 7.4. After centrifugation at 100,000 g for 15 min, the soluble extract was diluted fivefold with buffer A (120 mM NaCl, 1 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl₂, 1 mM MgSO₄, 2 mM orthovanadate, 50 mM NaF, 10 mM pyrophosphate, 5 mM EDTA, 300 KIU/ml aprotinin, 2 mM PMSF, 10% glycerol, 0.05% Triton, and 25 mM Hepes, pH 7.4) and cycled twice over a 0.75-ml wheat germ agglutinin column, a procedure by >95% of muscle-derived insulin receptors adsorbed to the lectin column. After washing the column in buffer A, the receptors were eluted with buffer A supplemented with 0.3 M N-acetyl-glucosamine and four to five fractions (200 μl each) containing ~80% of the insulin binding activity were pooled, aliquoted, and frozen at −70°C for use in measuring insulin binding and receptor kinase activity.

Insulin binding studies. Insulin binding studies were done on receptors prepared from each of four biopsies from each subject. To measure binding, aliquots of the frozen receptor preparations were first diluted 1:1 and incubated in triplicate with [125I]-Tyr A⁴ insulin (final concentration 1 ng/ml) at 4°C for 18 h in the absence and presence of varying concentrations of unlabeled insulin in a total volume of 40 μl. The amount of receptor-bound hormone was determined by the polyethylene glycol precipitation method as previously described (20).

Preparation of insulin affinity agarose. Insulin Sepharose was prepared using CNBr-activated Sepharose and a modification of the method of Cuatrecasas (21) as described by Olson et al. (22). The dried derivatized agarose was linked to porcine insulin (4 mg/ml) in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.4, containing 6 M urea. After 1 h, the beads were separated by gravity, and 40 ml of a 1-M glycine solution was added for 3 h.

Imobilization of insulin receptors on insulin affinity Sepharose. For the measurement of insulin receptor kinase activity, insulin Sepharose beads were washed extensively using a modification of the procedure of Olson et al. (22). Briefly, an aliquot of insulin Sepharose beads were washed with 50 column volumes of 0.5% (wt/vol) SDS in water followed by 50 column volumes of a solution containing 6 M urea, 2 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris, 100 mM NaHPO₄, pH 7.4, followed by 50 column volumes of 2% SDS and finally by 50 column volumes of 30 mM Hepes (pH 7.4). The washed beads were pelleted by centrifugation and resuspended 1:1 (vol/vol) in 50 mM Hepes. Aliquots of the resuspended beads (50 μl) were incubated for 1 h at 24°C with 1 ml of buffer B (0.05% Triton X-100, 100 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl₂, 1 mM MgSO₄, 25 mM Hepes, 10% (vol/vol) glycerol, 2 mM sodium orthovanadate, 10 mM sodium pyrophosphate, and 100 mM NaF, pH 7.4) supplemented with 5% nonfat dried milk. The beads were then separated by centrifugation, the buffer discarded, and aliquots (40 fmol of insulin binding capacity) of the preactivated, wheat germ−purified receptor preparations were added at 4°C along with 200 μl buffer B made with 10% nonfat dried milk, pH 7.4. The tubes were rotated end over end for 16 h at 4°C, after which the beads were separated by centrifugation and washed four times at 4°C with 1 ml of buffer C (buffer B minus the NaF and pyrophosphate) and finally resuspended in 40 μl of buffer C (pH 7.6) for kinase assays. As reported by Olson et al. (22), our control studies indicated that ~90% of the available insu-
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Table I. Characteristics of Eight Nondiabetic, Nonobese Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>FFM*</th>
<th>BMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean 35.7 71.2 57.4 23.7 5.3* 2.3 2.7* 0.5*

* Fat-free mass, calculated from underwater weighing. † Standard deviation. ‡ SEM.
lin receptor kinase activity bound to the insulin affinity beads under the assay conditions.

**Insulin receptor kinase reactions.** Phosphorylation assays were performed in duplicate with insulin receptors immobilized on insulin-Sepharose beads. The phosphorylation reactions were initiated by the addition of a reaction mixture calculated to give final concentrations of 5 mM MnCl₂, 10 mM MgCl₂, 500 µM CTP, 0.5 µM [γ-32P]ATP (160 µCi/nmol) in the presence of 1 mg/ml histone 2B. After incubation at 4°C for 20 min, the reactions were terminated by the addition of Laemmli's reducing buffer and the supernatants analyzed on 12% polyacrylamide gels. For quantitation, areas of the dried gels corresponding to insulin-stimulated [32P]-labeled proteins, were excised and counted in a scintillation counter. Equal areas of gel judged free of radioactivity were counted as background. Although all kinase studies were done using 40 fmol of receptors, the kinase reaction performed as outlined, was linear up to at least 200 fmol given the volume of insulin-affinity beads used.

**Data analysis.** All values are given as mean±SEM unless otherwise indicated. Statistical comparisons were done using analysis of variance. Pairwise comparisons were done using paired t tests with the Bonferroni correction.

**Results**

**Insulin clamp studies.** GDRs were determined at the end of four euglycemic clamp studies done on each subject. The steady-state levels of plasma glucose and serum insulin attained at the end of the four study periods are shown in Table II. These results confirm that all four clamps were performed at a similar level of euglycemia. The glucose disposal rates achieved at the various levels of insulinemia are graphed in Fig. 1. Insulin increased GDR by 5–11-fold in all subjects, with a mean fold increase of 6.97±0.73. The half-maximal effect occurred at ~ 100 µU/ml which is slightly below the mean insulin level observed during the 40 µU clamp (Table II). GDR was nearly maximal (91.6±3.5%) at a mean insulin level of 381 µU/ml reached during the 120-mU clamp and further increases in serum insulin, up to a mean pharmacologic level of 16,973 µU/ml attained during the 1,200-mU clamp, increased GDR minimally.

**Insulin binding.** Insulin binding capacity of the partially purified lectin preparations are shown in Fig. 2 A. As shown, total insulin binding capacity obtained from muscles biopsied in the basal state was equivalent to that measured from the three insulin infusion clamps. These results suggest that within the length of time over which insulin was infused, no loss of total cellular insulin receptors occurred, which is consistent with the findings in rat adipocytes where a loss of total cellular insulin receptors occurred only after 12 h or more exposure to insulin (23). The amount of muscle obtained per biopsy was 251±52 mg in the basal state, 282±64 mg in the 40 mU clamp, 231±39 mg in the 120-mU clamp, and 218±29 mg in the 1,200-mU clamp. Overall, the approximate yield of receptors recovered per milligram of muscle was 3 fmol per wet weight mg of muscle and this was similar in all the clamps. The affinity of insulin for its receptor, as judged by the amount of unlabeled insulin which displaced half of the tracer insulin, is shown in Fig. 2 B where the binding data have been formatted as a percent of tracer binding. Half-maximal displacement of labeled insulin was not statistically different among the groups.

Skeletal muscle contains insulin and IGF-1 receptors (24–26). Insulin has been shown to bind to the IGF-1 receptor, albeit with less affinity compared with IGF-1 (24, 26). Thus, the presence of IGF-1 receptors in the lectin preparations could spuriously increase insulin binding measurements. To assess this possibility, we measured IGF-1 binding and determined the ability of unlabeled insulin to displace labeled IGF-1. Plotted as a percent of tracer binding, the results in Fig. 3 show the relative potency of IGF-1 and insulin for the IGF-1 receptor. Half-maximal displacement of labeled IGF-1 by unlabeled IGF-1 occurred at ~ 15 ng/ml. In contrast, unlabeled insulin, even at concentrations up to 10,000 ng/ml did not appear to displace any labeled IGF-1. Thus, our receptor preparations contained IGF-1 receptors, but these receptors bound little, if any, insulin. The estimated number of IGF-1 receptors was approximately twofold greater than the number of insulin receptors (data not shown). Competition studies were also done with labeled insulin. As seen in Fig. 3, half-maximal displacement of labeled insulin occurred at 12 ng/ml unlabeled insulin but at 6,500 ng/ml unlabeled IGF-1. Thus, IGF-1 was able to bind to insulin receptors but with ~ 500-fold less potency compared with insulin.

In related studies, in five of the eight subjects, we also measured insulin binding at 50 ng/ml in the presence of 25 ng/ml unlabeled IGF-1, a concentration which produces ~ 40% IGF-1 receptor occupancy but no occupancy of the insulin receptor. The results of these experiments showed that in the presence of IGF-1, insulin binding was unchanged (data not shown). With

![Figure 1. Dose-response stimulation of in vivo glucose disposal by insulin. Glucose disposal was measured at euglycemia in eight nondiabetic, nonobese males in the absence of exogenous insulin (basal value) and at the end of three primed continuous infusions of insulin delivered at steady-state rates of 40, 120, and 1,200 mU/m² per min. The results are displayed as the mean±SEM of serum insulin levels and GDR.](image-url)
the results in Fig. 3, these data are consistent with the conclusion that insulin did not bind to IGF-1 receptors in our system.

**Activation of insulin receptor kinase in vivo.** Insulin receptors, whose kinase activity was preactivated at the various insulin levels achieved during the three clamp studies, were immobilized on insulin agarose and exposed to histone and [γ-32P]-ATP. Results from a single subject are seen in Fig. 4. Two insulin-stimulated bands are visible. The upper phosphoprotein corresponds to the β-subunit of the insulin receptor, and the lower phosphoprotein represents histone. The bands corresponding to these two phosphoproteins were excised and counted to measure in vivo insulin stimulation of the insulin receptor kinase. In general, the values for kinase activity, determined by quantitation of β-subunit or histone phosphorylation were comparable. In fact, analysis of this relationship revealed a highly significant ($r = 0.897, n = 32, P < 0.0001$) correlation (data not shown). Thus, under the current assay conditions, using preactivated receptors, phosphorylation of the β-subunit of the insulin receptor appeared to reflect the same information as did phosphorylation of the exogenous substrate, histone. As we have noted previously, the concentration of ATP used in these assays (0.5 μM) precluded activation of previously unactivated receptors, even in the presence of insulin, and also prevented further activation of already active receptors (27). Thus, the type of "autophosphorylation" observed in these studies did not produce any change in kinase activation and, phosphorylation of the β-subunit could, therefore, be interpreted like phosphorylation of an exogenous substrate.

**Insulin dose response curves.** Insulin dose response curves for kinase activation are graphed in Fig. 5 for all eight subjects. Insulin increased the mean incorporation of 32P into the β-subunit by 9.67±2.86-fold (Fig. 5 A) and into histone by a mean of 10.0±2.25-fold (Fig. 5 B). The half-maximal effect of insulin occurred at 600 μU/ml for both β-subunit and histone phosphorylation. Mean basal kinase, measured in the absence of infused insulin, accounted for 13.4±2.6% (Fig. 5 A) of maximally insulin-stimulated kinase activity when ascertained by quantitation of the β-subunit. The mean kinase activity increased to 21.8±4.0% ($P < 0.0175$ compared to basal) and 44.8±7.3% ($P < 0.0034$ relative to basal) of maximum during the 40- and 120-mU clamps, respectively. Similar insulin-me-

**Figure 2.** Insulin binding during euglycemic clamps. Insulin binding was measured using insulin receptor preparations made from the muscle biopsies taken at the end of each of the four euglycemic clamps done in the eight subjects. Binding studies were conducted after partial purification of the receptors over wheat germ agglutinin, as described in the Methods. (A) Normalized for the amount of eluted glycoprotein, the number of receptors was calculated from the estimated x-intercept of the Scatchard plots drawn for each receptor preparation and are shown as the mean±SEM of the collective results from each of the four

**Figure 3.** Insulin and IGF-1 binding in receptor preparations. Aliquots of receptors were incubated with either labeled IGF-1 (0.5 ng/ml, final concentration) or labeled insulin (0.5 ng/ml, final concentration) in the presence of increasing amounts of the unlabeled homologous or heterologous ligand. At the end of 16 h at 4°C, polyethylene glycol was used to separate bound and free hormone. The results, expressed as a percent of tracer binding, show competition by unlabeled IGF-1 (Δ, ○) or unlabeled insulin (▪, □) for labeled IGF-1 (△, ○) or labeled insulin (●, □). Nonspecific binding was measured in the presence of 5,000 ng/ml insulin (●, ○) or 5,000 ng/ml IGF-1 (△, ○). The results are displayed as the mean of two experiments.

**Figure 4.** Insulin-stimulated kinase activation in vivo in a single subject. Insulin receptors, prepared from each of the four clamp studies in one subject, were used to measure insulin receptor tyrosine kinase activity using the techniques described in Methods. Shown here is the autoradiogram of the results for the β-subunit and histone. The results are shown in duplicate for the basal (lanes 1, 2), 40-mU (lanes 3, 4), 120-mU (lanes 5, 6), and 1,200-mU (lanes 7, 8) clamps.
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Figure 5. Insulin-stimulated activation of insulin receptor kinase activity. Tyrosine kinase activity was measured using insulin receptors purified from muscle biopsies taken at the end of the four euglycemic clamp studies described in Fig. 1. The results are normalized for 40 fmol of insulin binding activity and are plotted as the individual data points for the basal (○), 40-mU (△), 120-mU (△), and 1,200-mU (△) clamps for kinase activity, measured using quantitation of the β-subunit of the insulin receptor (A) and histone (B) for eight control subjects. The mean±SEM kinase values in A were 1.6±0.4 (○), 2.7±0.8 (△), 4.8±1.1 (△), and 11.0±1.6 (△); values in B were 10.2±2.0 (○), 18.1±1.8 (○), 33.0±4.9 (△), and 74.1±8.5 (△).

Figure 6. Augmentation of kinase activity by ATP in vitro. Some of the receptors (40 fmol) from the 1,200-mU clamps were immobilized on insulin-affinity beads and exposed to 500 μM unlabeled ATP and 5 mM MnCl₂ for 1 h, followed by extensive washing with buffer C to remove the excess ATP, before performing the kinase assay at 0.5 μM ATP. The results represent the amount of phosphorylation (mean±SEM) of histone and the β-subunit with (hatched bars) and without (open bars) augmentation by ATP in vitro for all eight subjects. For comparison, basal β-subunit phosphorylation, in the absence of extra ATP, is shown (solid bar).

Figure 7. Linearity of the insulin dose response for activation of insulin receptor kinase activity. The individual data from Fig. 6 B are shown using a nonlogarithmic coordinate system. The values correspond to the kinase activity from the basal (○), 40-mU (△), 120-mU (△), and 1,200-mU (△) clamps.
appeared quite linear, as illustrated in Fig. 8. This nonlinear relationship showed that glucose disposal was half-maximally stimulated when the insulin receptor kinase activity was between 18% (Fig. 8A) and 24% (Fig. 8B) maximally stimulated. Thus, substantial activation of glucose disposal by insulin occurred at relatively low levels of kinase activity. Also apparent from Fig. 8 is that nearly maximal glucose disposal occurred at levels of kinase activation which were only approximately half-maximal.

Although the correlation between insulin-mediated kinase activation and insulin-stimulated glucose disposal was curvilinear, as demonstrated in Fig. 8, the initial part of the curve appeared quite linear. In fact, linear regression of the data points, including all but those of the 1,200 mU clamp, revealed a significant correspondence for both β-subunit (r = 0.473, n = 24, \( P < 0.02 \)) and histone (r = 0.647, n = 24, \( P < 0.0006 \)) phosphorylation.

Whereas the relative increases in receptor kinase activity and GDR were strongly correlated, the absolute increases in these two parameters were not. In the case of histone phosphorylation, this was true for all incremental changes including the interval between the basal study and the 40-mU clamp (r = 0.10), the basal and the 120-mU clamp (r = −0.16), and the 40- and 120-mU clamps (r = −0.03). A similar lack of correlation was noted when the data were analyzed using β-subunit phosphorylation instead of histone phosphorylation.

**Discussion**

The results of our studies show for the first time that insulin, infused in vivo, increases the activation of the tyrosine kinase activity of insulin receptors extracted from human skeletal muscle. This effect was dose-dependent and quantitatively comparable when assessed with phosphorylation of either the β-subunit of the receptor or with the exogenous substrate, histone. The half-maximal effect occurred at 500–600 μU/ml (20–24 ng/ml) insulin. This is close to the value of 12–15 ng/ml insulin which we and others have reported for half-maximal activation of the insulin receptor kinase activity of intact human and rat adipocytes exposed to insulin in vitro (9, 27).

As expected, insulin also increased glucose disposal in a dose-dependent manner. Glucose disposal was half-maximal at \( \sim 100 \) μU/ml insulin and clearly maximal at insulin levels around 400–500 μU/ml. These results are in good agreement with earlier in vivo studies (28, 29) and confirm the observation that \( \sim 90\% \) of insulin-stimulated GDR occurs within the physiologic range of insulin levels where <30% of the total insulin receptors are occupied by insulin. This finding is consistent with the concept of "spare receptors," that is, receptors whose occupation by insulin is not required for a maximal receptor-mediated response, such as glucose disposal, to occur.

Given that the kinase measurements were made using receptors from skeletal muscle, the predominant tissue involved in insulin-mediated glucose disposal (30), we could directly compare the ability of insulin to activate both its receptor kinase as well as glucose disposal. This relationship was curvilinear with half-maximal activation of glucose disposal at \( \sim 20\% \) maximal activation of insulin receptor kinase activity. Glucose disposal was close to maximally activated at \( \sim 50\% \) maximally activated kinase activity. Similar observations have been noted in vitro in intact human adipocytes where maximal stimulation of glucose transport occurred at concentrations of insulin that produced \( \sim 40\% \) maximal activation of kinase activity (9). These observations demonstrate the presence of "spare kinase" for glucose disposal.

The current studies are the first in humans to demonstrate a correlation between insulin receptor kinase activity and any biologic action of insulin measured in vivo in humans. In a previous study, we tried to correlate in vivo insulin-stimulated glucose disposal, measured during a 1,200-mU clamp, and in vitro insulin-stimulated kinase activity, using adipocyte-derived human insulin receptors; however, we did not find any correlation (10). The results of the present studies provide a logical explanation for this earlier lack of correlation. Thus, we now find a highly significant linear relationship between kinase
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activity and GDR, but only for levels of kinase activity less than those associated with maximal glucose disposal. At insulin levels beyond those required for maximal glucose disposal, receptor kinase activity could be further stimulated; in fact, the kinase was twofold higher at insulin concentrations achieved during the 1,200-mU clamps than it was at insulin levels required for maximal glucose disposal. It is the presence of this "spare kinase," that is, kinase whose complete activation is not required for maximal GDR, that probably explains the lack of correlation between maximal kinase activity and maximal GDR in the earlier studies in adipocytes and in the current studies in muscle.

Results similar to ours have been reported in rats subjected to a series of euglycemic clamps. In these studies, insulin-stimulable kinase activity was measured using insulin receptors isolated from rectus abdominis muscle taken at the end of each clamp (31). Collectively, submaximal kinase activity correlated linearly with both rates of glucose disposal and serum insulin concentrations. Whether these linear correlations extended to maximal kinase activity cannot be determined from the data reported. Although these types of results in humans and animals show a strong correlation between stimulation of the receptor kinase and activation of glucose disposal by insulin, they do not prove that kinase activation is a prerequisite for insulin-stimulated glucose disposal in vivo. However, when taken together with the results of other studies, showing that kinase-defective insulin receptors failed to mediate insulin action after their transfection into cultured cells (1–3), these observations strongly suggest that kinase activation plays a critical role in in vivo glucose disposal. In a manner analogous to the "spare receptor" concept, the presence of maximal GDR at only a fraction of maximal receptor kinase activity, suggests that changes in kinase activity could alter the sensitivity of glucose disposal to insulin (32, 33). In contrast, regulation of the responsiveness of glucose disposal to insulin probably involves factors other than just activation of receptor kinase. In this regard, we found a correlation between the magnitude of stimulation of the kinase by insulin and the amount of glucose disposal (Fig. 8), but found no correlation between the insulin-induced increments in kinase activity and GDR across any insulin concentrations.

In our studies, kinase activity increased linearly as a function of serum insulin concentration, but only for values close to the physiologic range. The relationship between insulin levels and kinase activity became curvilinear as insulin levels moved from the physiologic to pharmacologic range as illustrated in Fig. 7. Although the reason for this curvilinearity is not clear, we and others have observed a similar effect when insulin stimulation of the insulin receptor kinase was measured in cell-free systems using solubilized receptors (20, 34, 35). In these in vitro studies, the increase in kinase activity was linear up to insulin levels required for occupancy of ~ 30% of all insulin receptors. Although not measured in this study, 30% receptor occupancy occurs, at least in human adipocytes (9), at an insulin level of 12–15 ng/ml (300–375 μU/ml), which is close to the mean insulin level achieved during the 120-mU clamp.

The binding data suggest that skeletal muscle contains approximately twofold more IGF-1 vs. insulin receptors. The IGF-1 receptor is structurally similar to the insulin receptor and both have tyrosine kinase activity (36, 37). Because insulin has been reported to bind to IGF-1 receptors (24, 26), it is conceivable that some of the kinase measured in these studies could be the result of insulin cross-binding to the IGF-1 receptor.

Exposure of preactivated receptors to large concentrations of ATP in vitro before the kinase assays, resulted in a doubling of the measured maximal histone phosphorylation. Presumably this phenomenon is related to receptor phosphorylation because pretreatment with ATP blocked subsequent incorporation of 32P into the β-subunit. Previously, we observed a qualitatively similar result in rat adipocytes exposed to insulin in vitro (27). The cause of the augmentation of histone kinase activity in preactivated receptors is unclear. Likely, it relates to the phosphorylation of intracellular receptors never exposed to insulin in vivo, or to phosphorylation of receptors which were dephosphorylated during their intracellular transit. We cannot exclude the possibility that some receptors, deactivated during cell solubilization and subsequent receptor preparation, were also dephosphorylated in vitro.

Our current studies indicate that insulin receptor kinase activity can readily be measured using small amounts of skeletal muscle obtained by needle biopsy. Sequential biopsies, taken from the same subject, are possible and practical. This type of approach is particularly meaningful because the kinase measurements can be made using techniques such that the kinase activity measured in vitro reflects the kinase activity of the insulin receptors at the time of the muscle biopsy. Kinase activity, measured in this way reflects the complex physiological interaction of the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase with cellular phosphatases, ATPases, and other kinases; this type of complexity is not taken into account when kinase activation by insulin is done in vitro.
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